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Member Spotlight—Abby Mahon
Certified Care Management, LLC
Tell me about your current practice?
Certified Care Management, LLC is a care management firm located in St. Louis.
We work with clients and their families to develop a plan of care and connect
them with the best providers. We work closely with seniors and their loved
ones to provide support and guidance as they navigate the changes and
challenges of aging.
How long have you been a member of the ALCA? What’s your best experience thus far?
I’ve been a member of ALCA since 2019. I appreciate all the resources available for ALCA
members and the opportunities for professional and personal growth. We are so lucky to have
an amazingly supportive and active group of care managers here in St. Louis. I enjoy our
monthly meetings, learning with and from my peers. It has been especially important during
this last year to have that connection and support.
Tell us about something you do in your business that really helps you get you results? What is
an area of running your practice where you want to grow your expertise?
I enjoy making connections and building relationships with community resources and referral
partners. I know I cannot be an expert at everything, knowing I have relationships with those
in the community that are great resources and partners helps me to provide the very best
services to my clients.
Tell us about a best clinical practice used in your business? What do you want to learn more
about from a clinical perspective?
One of the best practices I’ve learned over the years is to be an active listener. I like to ask
questions I think I know the answer to, I am often surprised by what I can learn. Each client is
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unique and the situations we assist with are often complex and stressful. It is so important to
me that my clients and their families feel heard and supported. From a clinical perspective, I
don’t know that I can ever learn enough, there will always be an area I want to grow in and
learn more about. I have a great passion for working with hospice and end of life, that is an
area I would like to focus on in the future.
Marketing, sales and branding are so important to a successful practice. What is your best tip?
What is something you thought would work but just didn’t get the results you wanted?
Our best referrals come from community partners who have had the opportunity to work
with us and see us in action. As care managers we are all so diverse in our skill set and its
rewarding to be able to show those in the community all that we can do. Nobody is perfect
and not everything we try can be a success. In building a reputation as a new care manager,
recognizing not all connections will lead to great referrals was an important lesson to learn.
Conferences both the Midwest and National are important opportunities for members. What is
your favorite conference take away or memory?
I only had the opportunity to attend one conference so far in my time with ALCA, I really
enjoyed comradery of other care mangers. It was meaningful to hear from others, learning
the differences in backgrounds and practices of aging life care professionals.
What is the dream for your practice?
I am so lucky to have the opportunity to practice a profession I love every day. My dream is
simply to continue to grow as a professional. I want to continue adding to the skills and
services I can provide to my clients.
What's your favorite moment of your running your practice so far?
That’s a hard one, I have had so many meaningful moments so far. I love cracking the tough
clients, breaking thru their barriers and building trust.
How did you get into Aging Life Care™?
My heart has always been in working with seniors. I love the
stories, wisdom, and resilience in their years, it is why I choose to
get my degree in Gerontology. I spent many years working with seniors and their
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families in various roles in assisted living and skilled nursing settings. I knew I wanted to grow
professionally and expand my skills but was not sure where my path would take me. I knew
that care management was the opportunity I was looking for, I am so grateful my path has led
me to such a fulfilling role!
If an Advanced Professional tell us why getting credentialed as a care manager has been
important to you and why others should consider?
I will be taking the exam this spring to get my certification. It is important to me that I mark
my professional growth and experience with credentials, for me it is proof of my hard work
and knowledge.
And for fun what is your “guilty pleasure” in life: What can you not live without?
I don’t know how I could get through my day without coffee, chocolate and dance! I always
loved dancing, it’s good exercise and fun way to relieve stress.

COVID-19 Response from
Aging Life Care Association®
Our Aging Life Care Professionals are pivoting to help
clients whether at home, or in a facility. Due to our members'
relationships with long-term care facilities, they are able to
help clients in new ways.
Our members are sharing best-practices and support with
updates from changes in COVID-19 and care facilities to
help each other in their practices.

PRESIDENTIAL
MOMENTS
KARI KLATT
CHAPTER PRESIDENT 2019-2021
Fourth Quarter 2020
The 2020 Midwest ALCA Chapter Board held their final meeting of the year in December. December
is our transitional month; an opportunity to say thank you and goodbye to those members completing
their terms of office, see you next year for those continuing for another year or two years if taking a
new officer position and welcome to the new board members for 2021 - 2022. This December we say
thank you for your many contributions to Jennifer Beach, Dorian Maples, Ann Sutton Burke and
Sharon Gorman. Each board member shared the value of their membership and serving on the board
which included friendships that form easily amongst colleagues and sense of community amongst
members at the unit, chapter, and national level. They also spoke of the opportunities to grow their
business, leadership development, continuing education, share best practices and measurable
outcomes, and ethical dilemmas.
The 2-year term of office allows members to learn and grow into their new role before moving on.
This enables us to recruit new members to leadership positions at the unit and chapter levels and
possibly on to the national committee or board. Joining the Midwest Chapter Board for 2021-2020 are
Ruth Force, Colleen Ceh Becvar and Patricia Cline. Susan Wack our Chapter President for 20212022 and Bridget M. Ritossa will become our President-Elect and I will move to the position of Past
President. Continuing on the board for their second year are Paula Dunlap, Jeanna McElroy, Jenna
Sartorius and Maureen Jensen.
This year has in my opinion created an even stronger community of professionals who have remained
vigilant in their advocating for and assisting the most vulnerable among us. With the intention of
growing through this pandemic pause and ask yourself: what did you learn about yourself, how have
you adapted personally and professionally, how will I assist this community in continuing to evolve to
meet the needs of older and disabled adults.
I don’t know about you, but I am especially looking forward to 2021. The New Year represents for me
new opportunities, renewal and hopefulness for better days ahead. I asked Susan Wack our incoming
president what she was looking forward to in the coming year, she said:
“We look forward to this New Year with the promise of a new vaccine, the lessening of restrictions,
and the rebuilding of relationships and businesses. While this may take some time, I am excited about
working with such a strong group of experienced professionals on this board who will work to support
our members after the challenging year of 2020. The resilience and pivoting that our association and
members demonstrated this last year confirmed that ‘we are better together.’ Please do not hesitate to
reach out to me with your ideas or suggestions.“
In closing, I want to share with you a mantra I have been using with intention: thank you. This mantra
was first introduced by monk Jaya Shri Maathaa as a tool for the mind. This mantra, like others, when
practiced creates positive vibrations that calms the mind,
releases stress, enables you to focus on gratitude in the
moment and leaves you feeling peaceful. Peace be with you
always.
Best,
Kari Klatt, RN, LCSW, C-ASWCM

Sex, Money & Your Parents
Conversations you never wanted to have
By Jennifer Beach
Annie and her two siblings have been helping their elderly parents in a
growing number of ways over the past several years. Assisting with the
care and upkeep of the family home, making needed grocery runs,
preparing meals, attending occasional medical appointments, in general
ensuring things are going OK. Their mom was diagnosed with MCI (Mild
Cognitive Impairment) or early stages of Alzheimer’s about a year ago and
their dad has had several heart related issues over the years but remains
strong, active and on “top of his game” as he likes to say.
Annie and one of her brothers are willing and continue to step in and help
in a variety of ways. The real challenge now is planning and preparing for
the future. The reality of their parents’ changing needs is becoming
clearer. Annie and her brother realize they do not have a clear
understanding of their parents’ finances. Their dad retired from a long successful career with NASA
and always talked about importance of saving for retirement. As far as Annie and her brothers are
concerned, money never seemed to be an issue, nor was it talked about. Their parents always
seemed comfortable. They have a nice, modest home, sent two of three children to college, drove
nice cars, went on the occasional vacation, and as far as Annie and her brother knew they seemed to
be financially secure.
The challenge now is talking to their parents about the future including their finances. Just as Annie
and her brothers never wanted to talk to their parents about sex when they were growing up, their
parents do not want to talk to them about finances. Both can be uncomfortable conversations to have,
but it is important to understand the need to have such conversations, and the potential outcomes if
they are ignored.
Just as Annie and her brother work toward understanding their parents’ finances, many adult children
with aging parents are challenged to recognize the importance of the topic. Being prepared will allow
families the ability to assist with realistic future financial costs and the ability to readily step in should
there be a potential emergency.
Why is this topic so difficult to talk about?
Generational – certain age groups kept personal matters such as money private. It was considered
good, respectful manners keeping personal information private.
Shame, guilt – parents may feel embarrassed about their finances. They did not budget, plan, and/
or save.
Fear – The fear of running out of money. Having to depend on, or be a burden to their children.
Once a parent always a parent - our parents want to stay in control - after all, they are the parent.
They watched us succeed and fail many times, and they witnessed all kinds of mistakes along
the way. They are not going to sit by and watch us make mistakes with their money.
Mortality – The reality of nearing the end of life
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Scams – potential scams both from within and outside of the family.
Strategies and tips to help begin the money conversation:
Accept and acknowledge the conversation may be uncomfortable
Share a story of a friend/colleague who had no idea about their parents’ financial situation and the
difficulties this created.
Timing – be conscious of when, who and where. Do not rush; there will likely be many small
conversations, each one allowing both you and the parent to get comfortable with sharing
information. A holiday meal may not be the best time.
Respect - avoid criticizing your parents’ record keeping and/or explanations of their choices.
Remember they have been managing things their entire life, including raising you.
Do not go at it alone – recognize your own skill set and the value working with professionals.
A CFP (Certified Financial Professional), Elder Law Attorney, Certified Aging Life Care
Professional may be valuable expert resources for their helping maximize their financial
futures.
Many of us did a good job avoiding our parents’ unsolicited, awkward conversations about the birds
and the bees when we were growing up, but we should not avoid the tough money conversations with
them now.
Jennifer Beach wrote this article for the December blog post for Northeast Ohio Boomer and Beyond.

Units Have Heart
By: Maureen Jensen and Judy Mange (Unit Leaders Co-Chairs)
The heart of any professional organization is its members. The ALCA
Midwest Chapter’s 12 units have shown heart as they rose to meet many
challenges that emerged this year, as a result of COVID-19 in 2020. The
Pandemic has really rocked our world as Aging Life Care Professionals.
Despite so many obstacles preventing units from meeting in person, they
found new ways to keep activities going, organize virtual webinars, and
reach out to prospective members during this year of unprecedented times.
One of the many “silver linings” of the pandemic, has been the appreciation
of support ALCA membership provided to each other.
The units soon discovered ZOOM could provide an alternative way to not only continue with
scheduled unit meetings but could also create new opportunities for attendance and distance learning.
Members who were unable to attend in person in the past, due to geographical locations or
babysitting issues, etc. could now attend and participate virtually. Some units continued to struggle
with monthly unit meeting attendance but overall, more of the membership benefited with the support
provided through the units. (Continued on following page.)
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Unit leaders, meet quarterly via ZOOM to share ideas and re-energize each other. On these calls we
conducted unit business, but also shared many varied experiences of how COVID-19 was affecting
our own lives, our clients and our businesses. The networking and camaraderie from being a part of
ALCA and a unit, has been amazing.
Here are some highlights of how a few units faced the challenges of 2020 and the COVID-19
Pandemic.
CHICAGO (Ann Hollander) has been trying to network more with NALA (Elder Attorney Association)
and meeting via zoom.
CLEVELAND (Bridget Ritossa) continues efforts started prior to COVID-19 with attempts to promote
ALCA with the Elder Institute organization. Bridget has been active on local and regional levels
reaching out to elected officials to help ALCA professionals’ better access to their clients, isolated and
restricted in assisted living facilities.
CINCINNATI (Peggy Slade Sowders) continues to hold zoom meetings. Rachel Hodecsh was
featured on ALCA Website and on Facebook with her interview given, “Stories of Life and Aging” to
Women of Cincinnati.
ILLIANA (Sara Moore) Sam and Sara Moore represented ALCA at a CMSA webinar and they
continue with zoom meetings.
INDIANA (Ruth Force) zooms meetings and continued to feature guest speakers:
Angela Hershey, CMT, CEOLD. End of Life Doula
Aisha Arrington, Northeast IN Long-Term Care Ombudsman, discussed how she and her
volunteers are still advocating for LTC residents with the COVID-19 restrictions in place.

Guardian Angel Hospice discussing the challenges that they have faced as a hospice provider due
to Covid.
Sidney Einsgruber OTR, CMC was a guest speaker on Catholic Radio Indy’s popular show, Faith
in Action
Christine Kroll, OTD, MS, OTR, FOATA, (Assistant professor at the University of Indianapolis)
Spoke on an organizational, state, and national level on Medicare policy and regulations,
system's changes and how that affects consumers and providers.
Member Highlights:
Gail Fifer participated in cutting her clients hair during the shutdown to help him feel fresh and well
maintained.
Ruth Force was featured in the Fort Wayne Business Weekly
Susan Wack was awarded MW Chapter’s Outstanding Member
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KANSAS CITY (Annice Davis-White) - unit played a part in participation in the Johnson County Park
and Recreation Senior Mastery Program. Because of COVID the program was postponed twice and
eventually provided virtually. The unit chose to request a refund of their support of this program and
give it to another organization called Kansas Advocates for Better Care- “Stand by Me”. This program
ran every day in October and the ALCA Logo appeared plus acknowledgment in social media
promotions. It ensured 15 older adults and families received free guidance and support by phone or in
person.
ST LOUIS (Barbara Madison) monthly zoom meetings continued, organized many guest speakers
and 2 CEU virtual events.
Evelyn’s House did a presentation on Hospice and Hospice House services.
Sharon Gorman authored an article on marketing techniques to use during the pandemic in the
Midwest Chapter Newsletter.
“The LEI Assessment Tool” presented by Dan Stewart, Administrator of the LEI Assessment Tool.
Virtual CEU event titled “Early Detection of Suicide Risk in Elderly Populations” with Gary
Behrman, PhD was offered to all Midwest Chapter members along with professionals in the St.
Louis area- at no charge. Three hundred individuals registered and 249 attended the event via
ZOOM. The program was approved for 2 CEU credits with ALCA (NACCM), CCMA, MO
Association of Social Workers and the MO Board of Licensed Nursing Home Administrators.
CSA’s were also able to earn CEU credits for attending the event.
MICHIGAN (Dina Hurnevich/Gail Lee/Karen Gordan) unit is just getting re-started but had no
meetings from April to August due to the COVID challenges. Leaders and members struggled with
effects of the pandemic and meetings suspended. The unit regrouped with a September zoom
meeting and meets every 3rd Tuesdays. Networking, education and support activities are being
planned. Karen Faith Gordon did a special presentation on Grief to the unit via zoom and guests are
being encouraged to attend with hopeful anticipated ALCA membership.
MINNESOTA (Jenna Sartorius) currently a unit of 1+ invited guests. Attempting to recruit new
members by organizing quarterly zoom meetings to serve as a support/networking opportunity.
As a new year begins, the units look forward to continuing to grow and offer new things to the
membership. If you are looking at participating in a unit, look at the list of units and if there is not one
in your area, feel free to contact Judy Mange or me as unit leaders and we can help you to get
something going. Each year brings new challenges and new blessings. Here is to a good 2021.

Welcome New Board Members!
The ALCA Midwest Chapter congratulates and welcomes our newest 2021-2023 board members!
Thanks to all who participated in this year's nomination and election process and congratulations to the
newly elected Officers and Board of Directors!
Ruth Force
Colleen Ceh Becvar
Patricia Cline
Bridget M. Ritossa - President-Elect

Midwest ALCA
Unit Leaders
The Midwest Chapter encourages you to participate in a local unit. For the nearest unit or to start one
in your area contact Judy Mange or Maureen Jensen.

Midwest ALCA Peer Case Conferences
Peer Case Conference Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice
Date and latest information on your member benefit, Peer Care Conference Calls

We want this to be THE Premium Newsletter
for Long Term Care & Geriatric Issues
Send us suggestions/info on:
Seminars
Educational Opportunities
Newsworthy Info
Personnel Changes

Material Closing Dates / Issue Published
December 15th / January 15th
March 15th / April 15th
June 15th / July 15th
September 15th / October 15th
For more information contact:
Sharon Gorman, Chair sharon@certifiedcm.com
Ruth Force, ruth@forcecarecoordinationplus.com

